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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Substituting for lead author David Sills
iCAST – A Thunderstorm Nowcasting and Alerting Prototype Focused on Optimization of the Human – Machine Mix
Representing several co-authors listed here, mostly based in Greater Toronto Area
Picture shows Dave and me at our Research Support Desk in the Ontario Storm Prediction Centre where we test our ideas semi-operationally.



Evolving Role of Forecaster
• Characteristics of a good (“optimal”) forecast or 
warning system:

– Accurate and timely prediction at specific regions in space and 
time, using all available guidance, training, and experience;

– Ability to semantically match prediction with the needs of the 
end client, i.e. good communication, taking potential impacts 
into account and using economical precision.

• A formal approach to MetObjects:
– A clear business model for first guesses, definitions, 

interactivity, collaboration, and objective verification;

– Supports forecaster analysis, diagnosis, and prognosis (ADP);

– Product efficiency using re-use and tailoring principles.
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Presentation Notes
iCAST was born from the rather challenging forecasting and nowcasting environment in Canada
Geography is huge and covers many climatic zones with a relatively sparse population distributed more towards the southern edge.
Have 7 regional offices in 5 administrative regions
Radar is only available in more populated south
Small number of forecasters are typically responsible for >1 million sq. km. at any given time
Space is divided roughly into county sized blocks which can be grouped.
Forecasters are responsible for both watches and warnings which are produced at different scales.



Demonstration Project

• iCAST ‘Next Generation’ demonstration planned for 
2015 Pan Am / ParaPan Am Games in Toronto
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Presentation Notes
We’re trying to ramp up our demonstration capability for the Pan Am Games in Toronto in 2015
Since 2004 we have already run a Research Support Desk in Toronto, but this needs to be rebuilt and expanded



• A way of representing a 
complex reality with 
simplified features.

• Spatial-temporal database 
functionality like in 
geographic information 
(GIS) systems, not just flat 
products.

• Common denominator that 
facilitates understanding 
and interaction.

• A mechanism for 
information exchange.

Formalizing MetObjects
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MetObjects pretty intuitive because most people familiar with geographic information systems and online mapping systems
However, just to be clear, the biggest purpose of object representation is to simplify, or in other words, to reduce data
A key role of the human forecaster is to semantically match the available data with the needs of a wide range of end clients
Extend the GIS analogy by adding object attributes that are meteorological, e.g. temperature, wind, air quality, etc.
Also, in meteorology… much more demanding time requirement than the GIS community does.




• Implements the 
animation sequence 
concept.  Field objects 
contain MetObjects.

• Also stores motion 
fields, if available, and 
the results of time 
interpolation.

• Supports a “MetObject- 
centric view”, e.g. 
thunderstorm cells with 
tracks.

Frame Sequence Container

time
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Another basic point… MetObjects can be grouped together and stored in a common container called a “frame sequence”.
This structure pretty straightforwardly implements the movie loop concept except in database form
Things get a little more interesting with the concept of time interpolation
When we view a movie loop, the human brain intuitively joins features in time
We call this “implicit knowledge” about object evolution
If we create time links or tracks then the evolution is explicit
For iCAST we’re starting to take a computer vision approach to this problem, but another idea is to derive time link information from NWP and modify it as necessary
Last point here is that the frame sequence, like the MetObject itself is just a container that lends itself to XML encoding.
Also, if we can group MetObjects, we can also group frame sequences, and we call this structure a super frame sequence.



Level of Interpretation

• Like online mapping, 
different zoom levels 
with progressive 
disclosure.

• Like subway maps, 
schematic diagrams 
distort reality to 
highlight features.

• Depends on map 
scale, resolution, 
schematic type.

vs.
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Another fundamental MetObject concept: “level of interpretation”
Like to use a map of the London Underground to explain it
We talk about the tube map even in Canada because this diagram absolutely brilliant at what it does
Getting to the point:  tube map is a schematic diagram
Precise location doesn’t matter when you’re in the underground system
All that really matters is how the stations connect.
- Map of weather symbols is also a schematic diagram to some extent.  This is something else to keep in mind as we try to quantify the utility of objects.  We’re reducing data to maximize information content using the minimum number of words or symbols.  This is a measure of efficiency.  In the era of online mapping, we all know about zoom levels, and everyone is familiar with progressive disclosure of information as we zoom in to street level.  Level of interpretation is like that, and so it’s a combination of map scale, resolution, and schematic type.




Next Gen Prediction Process
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Presentation Notes
Schematic diagram of how we see the next generation forecast process working
NWP and advanced post-processing as well as high resolution alerting and nowcasting generating first guess MetObjects
At least for high impact weather, we want the human forecaster *in* the loop doing interpretation
We have a broad definition of the word “interpretation” that includes analysis, diagnosis, *and* prognosis (or ADP for short)
Forecaster ADP is done by interacting with a MetObject database that is part of an Information Pool
We separate ADP from product generation to the extent that this is possible
Artificial intelligence processes will develop over time to assist with forecaster ADP
Performance measurement will be an integrated into every step of the process.




Next Gen Prediction Process
• 250 m HRDPS
• RDPS
• US SREF
• US RAP

• 50+ Station Mesonet
• Hi-res Satellite
• 5-min Radar
• Total Lightning
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Bringing it back to iCAST and the Pan Am Games:
Will bring in high resolution inputs such as a 250m high resolution regional deterministic prediction model centred over the Toronto area
Mesonet including mobile stations will be deployed and a new total lightning system will be installed
We’ll be looking to detect lake breeze fronts and thunderstorm outflow boundaries to nowcast convective initiation and air quality issues.




Synoptic-scale / Mesoscale

iCAST

MetObject depictions:
• Synoptic-scale and mesoscale features important for convection based 
on observations, NWP guidance, conceptual models, etc.

• Probabilistic areas for thunderstorm likelihood and severity

• Series of depictions at ‘key frames’ from T0 (analysis) to T0+48

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From ADP point of view though, if forecasters are in the loop then we need to respect the forecast funnel
That means starting with the synoptic scale and zooming down to the thunderstorm scale
In this slide, showing a 4 to 6 hour nowcast that corresponds to the watch stage for convective initiation, but a day 2 outlook is also done
Forecaster creates a probabilistic prediction of thunderstorm likelihood and severity.




Synoptic-scale / Mesoscale

iCAST

Human-machine mix:
• Forecaster synthesizes data from obs, various NWP, history, and makes 
use of library of conceptual models

• Automated ‘first-guess’ MetObjects from NWP, post-processing, AI, 
previous shift’s database, etc. can be modified by forecaster if necessary
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MetObjects involved reflect the mental model formed in the mind of the forecaster
Predicting thunderstorm initiation remains a difficult problem even with all the guidance available
Forecaster needs to:
compare guidance with more current observations
compare multiple guidance products
compare scenarios with known conceptual models as learned via training and experience
Regardless of the quality of first guess MetObjects, the forecaster needs to spend some time here to gain situational awareness.
Hopefully as first guess MetObjects get better, this stage will become easier rather than more difficult.




Storm-Scale

iCAST

• New and innovative approach to severe 
thunderstorm nowcasting and alerting

• Forecaster manages ‘track’ MetObjects 
/ intensity trends for significant storms

• Alerts then derived from MetObjects
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Once storms are observed we move into a storm-scale mode which involves a different kind of human machine mix
While most people are trying to fully automate tracking, we’re building a forecaster feedback loop for the tracks that matter
We call these tracks the salient tracks, and these are the tracks that will be used for generating alerts
Interaction is not required at every time step.  Saliency can be a function of both machine and human decision making.




Storm-Scale

• Interactive ‘Storm Attributes Table’ used to rank storms – smart filter

• Provides a 30-min nowcast ‘rank weight’ with trend that can be 
modified by forecaster – warn on nowcast

• Storm intensity trends and track nowcasts determine if / where a first- 
guess warning area is generated, modified by forecaster if necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forecaster can adjust storm rank weight to make the track salient, and also adjust the trend
All this will feed back into the tracking algorithm to help it on its way
Salient tracks will drive a first guess threat zone generator, and these zones can further be modified if quality is an issue.




Product Generation

Goderich

Seaforth

20%
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SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING 
FROM ENVIRONMENT CANADA AT 
7:10 PM EDT THURSDAY 28 JULY 
2012.

SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING 
FOR:
=NEW=  GODERICH – BLUEWATER – 
SOUTHERN HURON COUNTY

A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM 
PRODUCING LARGE HAIL, DAMAGING 
WINDS AND HEAVY RAIN 10 KM 
SOUTHEAST OF GODERICH IS 
MOVING SOUTHEAST AT 40 KM/H. 
THIS STORM IS EXPECTED TO REACH 
SEAFORTH AT 8:05 PM EDT.
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Tracks and threat zones can be combined with a descriptive landmark database to generate automated text messages
This way the forecaster is spending more time on the meteorology, and not so much the product generation.




Product Generation

Verification Using 
Lightning Obs
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- Currently doing verification on our convective initiation products by comparing with lightning data.



Product Generation

Near real-time 
performance 
measurement 

(e.g. ROC curve 
to measure 

discrimination) – 
forecaster feedback!

+ seasonal verification
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 We’ve found that forecasters react very well to same day feedback on how they did
 This increases forecaster engagement and learning.



Anticipated Benefits
• Forecaster interaction optimized for each scale
• Forecasters focus on meteorology, not the details 
of product generation – better situational awareness
• Automated generation of many products from 
forecaster-modified database – greater efficiency
• Enhances ability to employ conceptual models – 
better use of extensive forecaster training
• Products with more precision, greater utility, longer 
lead times
• Use new and emerging verification methods to 
provide effective perfomance measurement
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Benefits we see coming out of this approach are:
1) a systematic plan for optimizing forecaster interaction at different scales
2) more focus on meteorology and situational awareness
3) more tailored products and greater efficiency
4) better use of forecaster training
5) products with more precision, utility, and longer lead times
6) and more effective performance measurement.




Questions?
Norbert.Driedger@ec.gc.ca

David.Sills@ec.gc.ca

Thanks!
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